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Research Aims 
❖ Reveal the multi-layered knowledge embedded in 

ancient inscriptions. 

❖ Develop a multi-disciplinary research environment 
based on digital libraries. 

❖ Share knowledge through digital networks.  



Description of the case-study
❖ Identifier - The Eulalios epigram (E40)

❖ Period - 2
nd

 to 3
rd

 centuries C.E. (uncertain) 

❖ Discovery locality - Lefkosia, Cyprus

❖ Archaeological Context - unknown 

❖ Actual locality - unknown (probably the archaeological museum in Istanbul) 

❖ Type of inscription - cenotaph 

❖ Inscription career: sarcophagus  

❖ Position of inscription: engraving on the upper part of a marble larnax (ca. 2 m. length, 1 m. deep, 10 cm 
thick and ca. 2 tons in weight). 

❖ History of epigraphic research - mostly secondary sources (first publications in mid. XIX century).  

❖ Description of inscription - the sarcophagus’ cover depicts the image of the dead Eulalios, together with 
an epigram of eight lines dedicated to him. The first two lines of the text have larger letters than the 
other six, and a horizontal gap exists between the first two lines and the remainder of the text. The 
epigram is engraved within a frame of 68 × 4 cm, with two triangles near the vertical sides of the frame.

❖ note: xxxxx = metadata; yyyyyy = annotation on metadata



Layer I - epigraphic study: E40 in AKG



Layer II - The embedded music  
❖ Metre of inscription - elegiac 

❖ Anomalies - some metrical 
anomalies (conflicting reports on the 
number of lines / letters)

❖ Solution - merge two lines and add 
orchestra (M. Georgiou). Elegiac 
couplet added at the beginning of 
composition. 

❖ Rhythm - short syllables: one beat; 
long syllables: two beats (sometimes 
with two musical notes). 



Layer III - Language, pronunciation , character and musicality 

❖ Language - Ancient Greek with epic 
elements (e.g. μοῦνος, ὀστέα, Ἀίδην, 
ἐνί.). 

❖ Pronunciation - Greek of the time of the 
inscription.  

❖ Character - Dorian mode in two genera, 
the diatonic and the chromatic. 

❖ Genus - a particular structure of a 
tetrachord. 

❖ Tonal pitch - according to the range of 
the singer (in this case: Lydian Tónos ). 



Layer IV - reviving an ancient musical instrument
❖ Type of instrument - phorminx 

(κιθάρα or φόρμιγξ)

❖ Reconstruction sources -
❖ texts analysis
❖ graphic representations (on 

ancient objects)
❖ historical research

❖ Manufacture technique - 
traditional tools.  

❖ Material - wood, horn, intestines, 
etc. 



Layer V - 3D documentation 

❖ No. of scans - 99

❖ Scanner Type - Next Engine

❖ No. of digital images :  48 
(diffused light)

❖ Time of scanning - 180 min 

❖ Distance mode - wide

❖ No of Vertices - 2060294

❖ Nr. of Faces - 4120483



(digitally) Hosting a multi-layered knowledge  repository 
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A cross-disciplinary metadata model
❖ grouped “thematically”

❖ technical

❖ descriptive

❖ conceptual



Implementation

❖ MySqL - database

❖ XML files - metadata

❖ RDF files; name graph  - CIDOC CRM
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Digital Libraries as Research Environments 
Conclusions 

❖ Reveal the multi-layered knowledge embedded in ancient inscriptions. 

❖ the research presented above has shown how much valuable knowledge can be 
extracted from an inscription.  

❖ Develop a multi-disciplinary research environment based on digital libraries. 

❖ the solution presented above integrates multi-disciplinary information formally 
expressed in a metadata model based on CIDOC-CRM. 

❖ Search / Browse options, advanced search (geographic, with logical constraints, 
timeline, etc.) and clustering of results 

❖ Digital tools for online analysis of 3D objects (measurement, different rendering, etc.)

❖ Share knowledge through digital networks.  

❖ AKG - STARC - Eagle - Europeana - Education Platforms 

❖ multiple users, multiple uses, one digital library
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